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2021.08 Highlights
Production

▪ Beas now supports 12 decimal places for the Conversion factor in Bill Of Materials, resulting in more accurate 
calculations.

▪ New field "Bin Location" at the BoM structure to set a default bin location for material consumption or reservation 
facilitating the process of material consumption by taking the defined default value.

Usability and translations

▪ "Summarized purchase order" window name changed to "Collective purchase order“. 
▪ New icons in the field Formula  (Formulas, tables)  in the BoM or Routing screen, replacing the yellow color that for 

some users was not clear or visible at all.

Documentation

▪ Beas Dashboard documentation has been updated with the 2021.08 Beas documentation version to access a 
comprehensive description of the latest Beas dashboards. 
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Production
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Beas now supports 12 decimal places for the Conversion factor

Beas supports different units:
• Input unit (Bill of materials)
• Production unit
• Stock unit

Beas must always convert the quantity from one to another unit.
Example:
if you change the quantity in Input Unit, the system must calculate the production unit and 
stock unit.
In Bill of Materials, you have the possibility to change the factor manually.

BEFORE: Beas supported only 6 decimal places
NEW: Beas supports 12 decimal places for the factor
In this way, issues with conversion between UoMs that required many decimal places and 
resulted in inaccurate calculations have been solved.
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Production
New "Bin Location" field

With this new field you can preassign the exact Bin location to instruct the 
system where to consume the material. 
Also, in case the assigned bin quantity is insufficient, the system takes the 
next bin location to fill the requirements.

Rules:
After changing the Warehouse, the bin location field is set to empty.
Only valid Bin locations for the selected Warehouse are allowed.

“Bin Location” definition has been added to the following windows:
- Item Master Data (List)
- Item Master Data BoM Edit
- WO position BoM (List)
- WO position BoM Edit
- Precalculation BoM Edit
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New import definition



Usability and translations
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External Production - "Summarized purchase order" window name changed to "Collective purchase order"

2021.08 RELEASE NOTES

In some places, we had a wrong translation in the 
title or text for the "Collective Purchase Order".

NEW: We changed the naming from "Summarized 
purchase order" to "Collective Purchase Order" in 
the window name and the SAP menu entry.



Usability and translations
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Work order- “Summarized orders" button name changed to "Collective order"

2021.08 RELEASE NOTES

“Summarized order" button has been renamed to "Collective order" in MRP Production Request.
“WO Summary button” renamed to “Collective order” in the Sales order to Work order window.



Usability
New icons for variant (Formulas, tables) 

Icons for formulas are changed:

•better size, better to use
•better to see
•new style:       (Function),       (Table) (Script 
and other Variants)
•if the field has an arrow, the formula icon is left 
of the arrow
•(in item master data, Bill of Materials and 
Routing position)

You can insert scripts left of the Position, or, in 
item master data left of item number .
Instead of the old “C” – Icon we have the text edit 
icon      .
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artikel_struktur_browse.psr, artikel_stlpos_edit.psr, artikel_arbplanpos_edit.psr, artikel_edit.psr

If script is inside, 
the icon is red.
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Documentation
Beas Dashboards documentation

With the 2021.08 Beas documentation 
version, you can access a comprehensive 
description of the Beas dashboards. 

Check the description of the different 
modules, tabs and all the grids showing 
production time information, capacity 
utilization, production planning and 
analysis, quality control, maintenance and 
many more.
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Read before install
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Beas is increasing the control at the terminal license to align with the correct terminal license definition. 
In the previous releases, the licensing check system did not verify correctly the running terminals 
against the licenses sales model in place for Beas for more than 10 years. See our documentation:
http://www.beascloud.net/docs/help/online_eng/index.html?terminallicense.htm
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Terminal licenses are managed by concurrence of users: it is recommended that webapps users logout, since it frees the license 
for another user to use it, instead of just closing the browser, in which case the license remains in use for a few more minutes.
It is recommended that shopfloor terminals have terminal licenses assigned by workstation, thus ensuring the availability of 
licenses in these terminals. For question and answer about terminal license, please see :https://support.boyum-it.com/hc/en-
us/articles/360018756418
Make sure to assign only the apps that the user really uses for each personnel in the authorization group, because for every login 
all terminal licenses related to the user’s authorization will remain in use during his session.
Please consider when a concurrent license is not available, it will be displayed as gray when the user logs in. Before this was not 
visible.

The Work order refresh button was disabled by default since version 2021.03 If the customer uses this functionality, it can be 
activated in the Configuration wizard.

http://www.beascloud.net/docs/help/online_eng/index.html?terminallicense.htm


Your voice matters
We design solutions for people. 
Join our community now!

Collaborate with product suggestions 
and vote for the feature requests you 
most like.

boyum-solutions.com/community

YOUR VOICE MATTERS
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https://support.boyum-it.com/hc/en-us/community/topics?utm_source=Roadmap&utm_medium=PPT&utm_campaign=2019Q1RoadmapbeasManufacturing&utm_term=Roadmap
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